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Introduction 

Life is a spiritual quality. It has four basic abilities: 

1. It can bring things into existence. 

2. It can take things out of existence. 

3. It can know. 

4. It can not-know. 

We are each spiritual life forms and are busy doing the above 4 abilities to pursue interesting 

goals in life.  These activities in pursuit of goals can be divided into two classes. Those where 

our goals are friendly or complementary with the goals of others are emotional tone raising for 

the persons involved.  Those where the goals are in conflict are emotional tone lowering for 

those involved. 

The activities in pursuit of goals can be called games. There are three classes of games. 

Voluntary Games are games played with complementary purposes.  When a grandparent 

teaches a grandchild to play checkers and lets them win only to praise them with a “yea you 

won”, or a group of boys get together to play a friendly game of football or a group of ladies 

have a quilting bee, these are voluntary games played so that everyone wins and has fun. 

Games of life are dishonest bait and switch games to win some advantage over another. Dr. 

Eric Berne wrote “Games People Play” to describe the games of life that his patients discovered 

themselves to be playing with others. He found that games like Alcoholic, Rapo, Kickme, and 

“Try and Make Me Pay” were common and easily recognizable in his patients.  The patients 

could quickly be trained to recognize these games in each other and help each other to stop 

playing them by group therapy sessions. 

Games of conflict are the switch part of the bait and switch game of life.  After being suckered 

into playing a game that at first appears to offer an advantage the victim finds the advantage 

taken away and the trap sprung.  The victim is now presented with the disadvantage that will 

give a win for the gamer. 

The book “The Resolution of Mind” by Dennis Stephens is about how to relieve yourself of the 

emotional upsets you have with games of conflict you have lost in the past.  Once the emotion is 

dissipated from a lost game it no longer can compel your behavior in similar situation in the 

future. 

 



Games of war – this world is full of people who are inflicting games of life on each other.  This 

occurs at the personal, family, business and government level.  When dealing with others you 

will find that you need a rule book on how to go about handling the conflicts that inevitably come 

up.  The book by Sun Tzu(circa 500 BC) called “The Art of War” presents a clear and concise 

set of instructions on how to deal with others so that you have the option of not going to war 

over every little conflict in life. 

 

Why do we want to get rid of these early overwhelms? 

Dr. Berne in “Games People Play” spends several chapters of the book describing the games 

people play.  In all cases he typifies the games as a disingenuous(dishonest) offer of some gain 

which the unlucky player falls for and is pulled into a game that works to his disadvantage.  This 

might be more understandably stated as a “Bait and Switch”.  The compulsive game player is 

continually looking for someone who can be suckered into playing a role in his game. 

In most cases both players are compulsively playing their own games, which happen to fit 

together.  The compulsive victimizer finds a compulsive victim and the game begins.   

For example, I was talking to a fellow student many years ago at junior college.  He began 

telling me about how he and his girlfriend got thrown out of a restaurant. This sounded like a 

curious or interesting story so I listened trying to figure out what would have gotten a personable 

guy and his girlfriend thrown out of a restaurant.  After several minutes of listening in confusion 

on my part he finally stated that the restaurant was in a racist portion of the southern U.S. and 

the fellow’s girlfriend was black.  I responded with an “Ah” meaning now I understand to which 

he gleefully jumped from the bait to the switch.  Now he wanted to make the case that I was a 

racist and I found myself on the receiving end of his tirade against racist bigots. 

We are all compulsively playing games.  We are all looking for others to take roles in our games 

and therefore looking for roles to take in the games of others.  These games are contrived by us 

in order to have something to do. These games have the liability that we take them too seriously 

and as they get more serious we have less concern for the well being of the other players in the 

games.  For this reason and for this reason only we have robberies, police, murders, courts for 

both civil and criminal law, and wars. 

For example, the game of Alcoholic becomes serious when it involves beating up your friends or 

spouse.  It then progresses to the hospital, divorce court or the morgue. 

It will be very good for our personal happiness and well being to become conscious of the 

compulsive games we are playing and eliminate the emotionally charged conflict that is the 

source of the compulsion to play games.  Voluntary game players are very considerate of the 

well being of the other players in the game and will change the rules of the game when 

someone is about to get hurt, to prevent the hurt.  The objective of voluntary game play is to 

have as many people as possible playing the game and make the game last as long as possible 

with everyone able to win and have fun. 

 



The Theory of the Resolution of Mind 

The emotional disorders, which have been variously called mental breakdowns, neurosis and 

psychosis, compulsions and inhibitions, are all the product of emotionally painful, or “charged”, 

conflicts that occur in life.  Dr. Eric Berne made the significant observation that in his patients 

that these conflicts occurred in the first 6 years of life when the child was most easily 

overwhelmed by the people in control of his life, i.e. his mother, father, other adult relatives, 

brothers and sisters and eventually teachers.  These persons were in the position to oppose the 

efforts of the child to get the toy or food or affection he was trying to get. 

In my own experience these unresolved conflicts also occur after the age of 6 when individuals 

are confronted with authority figures like teachers or bosses or government agents, etc. who 

stop us from achieving whatever we are trying to achieve and we feel we cannot succeed in 

overcoming their opposition and thus give up.  When the taxman audits your tax return and 

decides to disallow you deductions and charge you more than you think you owe for taxes.  And 

you feel that you can do nothing about this “unfair” action. This leaves you with an emotionally 

charged conflict and no way to resolve or fix or relieve the upset.  If you could refuse to pay or 

go to a higher authority and be listened to you could be relieved of the emotional charge and 

conflict but once you decide that “nothing can be done” then you are stuck with the unresolved 

conflict.  This conflict and its emotional charge will come up the next time you deal with an 

authority figure at which time you will feel justified in doing something drastic to deal with the 

new conflict.  Your destructive response to the new situation will be driven by your emotional 

charge from the previous overwhelm. 

When you hear on the evening news of the employee who is fed up with abuse at work and 

“goes postal” or the divorce that ends when one spouce puts the kids in a car and sinks it in a 

nearby lake you are seeing the result of these unresolved conflicts. 

This emotional charge from previous lost games is the compulsion to play the games of conflict 

in life now. You are still trying to win that old contest, so you deliberately create a situation now 

that will let you play it again. 

The child while having the least ability to overcome adversity for this lifetime also has the 

strongest emotional charge from the failure. The child does not yet have enough experience 

with life to realize that if he fails today he may try again tomorrow.  Every conflict for the child is 

life or death in importance to him. Any loss is severe and very emotionally distressing.   

This combination of effort by the child overwhelmed by the effort of another with its very strong 

emotional charge is the memory that returns later in life under similar circumstances to appear 

as a compulsion, inhibition, neurosis, psychosis or mental breakdown. These negative, painful 

misemotional moments are a replay of that earlier emotionally charged conflict and will result in 

the irrational action taken now. The response based on the emotion contained in a childhood 

blocked effort will at least be out of proportion to the present situation. 

 



At its simplest the original incident is one where I tried to be something or do something or have 

something and was blocked by someone else.  I got very upset at the stoppage. 

 

An example of beingness. A young man dresses up and goes to the dance only to be laughed 

at by the young people there. His effort to be an attractive young man has been blocked. 

 

An example of doingness.  A youngster tries to help his mom in the kitchen.  He reaches for the 

pot handle on the stove. His mother is afraid he will get burned by the boiling water and slappes 

his hand away with a scream.  His effort to do has been blocked and he is frightened by the 

response he got from his mother. 

 

An example of havingness.  A youngster is told by his parent that he must share his toys with 

the neighbor kid who is visiting.  He does not want to share.  No one has asked for permission 

to play with his toys. He is forced to share and resents it. Or, I buy a house expecting to live in it 

and that no one can make me leave it if I do not want to.  But the city decides they can get more 

tax money from Wal-Mart so they use eminent domain proceedings to take my home. 

 

Another example of a blocked effort could be like this.  I want to go to the beach to play in the 

sand so I talk to my sister and brother and we all agree that would be fun.  Next we talk to dad 

and find he is opposed to the idea. I try pleading, arguing, threatening, crying, and finally give up 

at apathy as being unable to get dad to take us to the beach.  Keep in mind that to be really 

aberrative, or cause faulty, irrational reactions later in life this incident has to contain VERY 

strong emotions and upsets. The result will probably have me not talk to my dad for weeks 

afterward. 

 

Later in life I find that I feel it is hopeless any time I must try to convince another person to do 

something for me.  The new situation could be something like trying to convince a customer that 

they should buy the product I have been hired to sell.  Any time I contemplate asking them to 

buy the product I feel it will just be hopeless so why try. I would not be aware of the original 

incident at this point of restimulation, only the emotional charge of apathy or some physical 

sensations of pain like a stuffy nose (from an earlier grief charge) might be sensed. 

The solution is to find and review that original conflict.  By re-experiencing the original effort and 

counter effort and the emotional feeling I had at that time I find that the emotional charge 

dissipates. Since the emotional charge is the glue that holds the effort, counter effort and charge 

together the loss of the charge causes the conflict to fall apart.  Without its emotional charge the 

incident is unable to influence my actions in the present time.  I also no longer feel unhappy with 

my dad.  This is the therapy called timebreaking that will be discussed more fully in the book 

“The Resolution of Mind”. 

 

Each emotionally charged conflict in early life that I timebreak will cease to influence me from 

then on.  So from the very start with the timebreaking therapy you are regaining your ability to 

win at life. 

 



The Next Step. 

Let’s say I had just timebroken the above incident and decided that to do well in the sales job I 

need to look for any other incidents related to talking to people and selling things to make sure 

nothing else will interfere.  The theory of TROM demonstrates that there are actually two 

conflicts in life that we can get into on any subject.  Since there are two sides to each conflict 

there are two sides to two conflicts or four ways I could be overwhelmed to create a 

misemotional incident that needs timebreaking. 

 

The two conflicts are 

To try to be or do or have something opposed by to force you not to be or do or have something 

To try to not be or do or have something opposed by to force you to be or do or have that thing 

In the TROM book these are reduced to a formula.  The formula makes it possible to describe 

any conflict and overwhelm you could ever get into in a few words.  The words are so cryptic 

that they need defining and the examples in this introduction to be understood.  The formula is: 

1. Must Be Known           opposed to     4. Must Not Know 

2. Must not Be Known     opposed to     3.  Must Know 

As you are overwhelmed at trying to do each of these efforts you give up doing it and move to 

the next numbered position. 1, 2, 3, and 4. 

Since on any subject you start at 1 and end up at 4 you will want to look for the upsets starting 

at 4 and working back to 1. 

The terms used above are defined as: 

Must – is used to indicate that this is a very important highly emotionally charged conflict. 

Be Known – is used to mean bring into existence, create. i.e. I pull a rabbit out of a hat so that it 

can be known. Or, I will get an education and certificate and become a medical doctor, so that I 

can be known as a Doctor. 

Not Be Known – means to conceal, cause to vanish or cease to exist and to no longer do that 

thing.  i.e. if I put the light under a basket then it can’t be seen and can’t be known. Or if I blow 

the candle out it can no longer produce light. If I lose my license to practice medicine I can no 

longer work as a Doctor. 

Know – means to force another to produce the effect so I can experience it. 

Not know – means to stop another from producing the effect so I will not perceive it.  The 

building inspector that red tags a project is putting a stop to the construction of a building. 

 



On selling then the four positions in the two games of conflict are: 

1. I want to sell things to the customer 

2. I failed at selling to customers so never want to sell again 

3. I want others to sell things to me so I will force someone who does not want to sell 

things, to sell to me. 

4. I was sold something that was so upsetting that I no longer want to be sold to or have 

others sell. 

 

The conflicts occur as 1 against 4 and 2 against 3 but as we each go through life we have our 

overwhelming losses in the order 1, 2, 3, 4.  We first try to sell and when overwhelmed so that 

we can no longer emotionally stand to sell we move to position 2 and try to never sell.  Since the 

world is full of all kinds of people we eventually find someone who will oppose any position we 

take on any subject.  Eventually a position 2 person who does not want to sell runs into a 

position 3 person who wants to reform him.  The 3 will force the 2 to sell again but 2 cannot so 

the most that can happen is 2 will be overwhelmed at trying not to sell and take on the 

personality of 3.  The person at 2 will now behave like 3 and try to force others to sell.  

Eventually 3 runs into a 2 who overwhelms him and the 3 in overwhelm moves to 4 where he 

wants nothing to do with sellers or will even try to prevent persons from selling. 

 

Lets say that at position 4 on sales the person gets a job where he can fine persons for selling 

without a license.  He does this till he runs into a position 1 salesman who convinces him that 

what he is doing is causing salesmen to starve to death.  This is overwhelming to the position 4 

person so he quits the job of stopping salesmen.  When a position 4 is overwhelmed he takes 

the personality of the position 1 person, he will now try to be and do something but he cannot be 

a salesman as he is in failure on this subject so he will pick another occupation to do. He might 

be a butcher, baker, candlestick maker etc. etc..  It is likely that the new occupation contrast 

with the old one.  If he was overwhelmed on the subject of selling he would not likely become a 

buyer but might get into manufacturing and have someone else do the selling.  He could easily 

become a holy man and take a vow of poverty so he will have nothing to do with buying and 

selling. 

 

While I demonstrate finding problems to do with selling as an example here the correct 

technique given in the Resolution of Mind is to work with the general formula “Must be Known” 

Must not be Known, Must Know and Must not Know” and handle whatever comes up.  So even 

if you want to deal with selling problems you may find you have to deal with upset with teachers 

or something first as that is what comes to mind when you do the therapy as prescribed in the 

book. 

 

 

 

 



Overwhelm 

Overwhelm occurs when you are so beaten down by the opposition that you give up in despair.  

The emotion is apathy, the feeling is hopelessness.  You feel that there is just no way you can 

ever succeed at pursuing this effort because the other person is “too strong” or “an authority” or 

“paid by city hall and no one can fight city hall” or whatever.  The result is that YOU decide that 

you cannot go on and give up and YOU decide that you will never try that again.   

Obviously, this does not happen very often for most adults.  They get up each day and go out 

and do a job and pay the bills through good times and bad.  For children with less experience 

and resources overwhelms happen more easily.  

 

The book “the Resolution of Mind” was written by an expert in healing therapy for experts in 

healing therapy.  It has been found hard to read by many including myself.  For that reason I 

decided to write this beginners guide and with the help of some friends who are also studying 

TROM I have written this introduction.   

This Beginners Guide and all the materials of TROM are in the public domain so you are free to 

copy and distribute them to anyone who is interested. 

 

   

 

 

 


